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a new trailer for the movie was released on 14 february 2019. the trailer was released at the launch of the trailer at a special event, and it received over one million views on youtube in one hour. the trailer was also launched on social media platforms, with over 100,000 views within 24 hours of release. the trailer was titled the
#mardaanimovie#trailer #hindi #download and is trending on twitter and instagram. on 14 february 2019, the trailer was uploaded to the streaming website amazon prime video, where it is available as a pre-order for the movie. the official trailer of mardaani 2 was released by amazon prime video on 17 february 2019. the first official look of
the movie was also released on 17 february 2019. in april 2019, after the release of the trailer, multiple bollywood actors and directors approached to contribute for the movie. there were rumours that sanjay dutt will play a pivotal role in the movie, but this was denied by dutt and his manager. abhishek bachchan's character, pratap singh will
be replaced by a wheelchair-bound character, played by sharvani dua. the film was released on 17 april 2019, as a part of the amazon prime day in india. it was released in hindi with english subtitles. amazon prime and t-series, in association with director gopi puthran, has produced the movie under their new joint venture, the puthran
company. both the partners have previously collaborated in mardaani (2014), the film which was based on the story of the rape and murder of a young girl in delhi. the movie was released in hindi with english subtitles on amazon prime video on 17 april 2019.
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